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voxel space to approximate ambient occlusion. Ambient occlusion
at a given location is defined by the following equation:
AO =

1
π

Z

V (x, ω)[ω.n]dω

Ω

Here V (x, ω) is the visibility function which has value zero if there
is no geometry
in direction ω. n is the normal at the given locaR
tion and Ω represents integration over the hemisphere about the
location. [ω.n] represents a dot product between ω and n.
We try to approximate this equation by reducing it to a sum over
voxel bits surrounding the pixel. We use voxel bits to approximate
the visibility function, and an unset voxel bit represents zero visibility in a given location. For a given pixel, we initially determine
the voxel it represents, and sample the voxel buffer in a cubic area
around it.
Figure 1: Image of a complex scene rendered using voxel-space
ambient occlusion
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Introduction

Ambient occlusion adds realism to a scene, as it approximates the
darkening in cavities and contact shadows. This occlusion information is frequently used as a coarse global illumination approximation. In this poster, we introduce a new screen space technique to
approximate ambient occlusion using screen space scene voxelization.
Prior work computes ambient occlusion in screen space [Mittring
2007] using depth buffer information, but this lacks spatial location of world geometry. Reinbothe et al. [2009] used a voxel based
scene, but used ray marching to approximate ambient occlusion.
We present a GPU-based ambient occlusion technique that uses
voxels to represent spatial location of geometry and compute occlusion in voxel-space. No precomputation is required as we generate
voxels in real-time using the single pass voxelization technique by
Eisemann and Décoret [2008].
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Our Technique

The ratio of set bits with respect to the total number of bits sampled is determined to approximate the occlusion for the respective
pixel. Like screen space ambient occlusion, unoccluded areas are
a medium grey in color and edges are a lighter grey. We plan to
correct this by sampling over a hemisphere in the direction of the
normal.
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Results and Future Work

Our early prototype runs the scene in Figure 1 at approximately
5fps, using 1616 samples per pixel (sampling a 7x7x33 area around
it). The low frame rate is due to added additional texture lookups
for determining a good sampling volume.
Lower number of samples results in banding artifacts, which we
plan to address by sampling only in an area in the direction of the
normal associated with the pixel. To make our technique more robust, we plan to use voxel ambient occlusion for nearby geometry,
but revert to screen space ambient occlusion for distant geometry.
We also plan to extend voxel-space ambient occlusion to use screen
space multiresolution techniques.
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In the second pass, we sample the surrounding area of each pixel in
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